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Abstract 
Villemaire, R., The theory of (N, +, V,., V,) is undecidable, Theoretical Computer Science 106 
(1992) 337-349. 
We first give a simple encoding for k-automata in (N, +, V,), where Vk is the function from N\{O} 
to N mapping x to the largest power of k which divides x. This, with a result of Hodgson, gives 
a proof of Biichi’s theorem, which states that a subset of NJ” is k-recognizable by automata if and only 
if it is definable in (N, +, Vk). Our proof also shows that every formula of (N, +, V,) is equivalent 
to a 3V3-formula. Furthermore, solving a problem of A. Joyal, we show that the first-order theory of 
(N, +, Vk, V, ) is undecidable for k, I multiplicatively independent. 
1. Introduction 
Biichi’s theorem states that a set of natural numbers is k-recognizable by automata 
if and only if it is definable in the first-order structure (N, +, Vk), where V, is the 
function from N\ {0} to N .mapping x to Vk(x), the largest power of k which divides x. 
Biichi stated this result in [2, Theorem 91 with Pk in place of V,, where Pk(x) is a unary 
predicate satisfied by x if and only if x is a power of k. McNaughton in his review [S] 
noted that the proof of Biichi did not work for (N, +, Pk) and conjectured that the 
statement was false. This last claim was proved by Semenov in [ll, Corollary 43. 
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Bruyire in [1] showed that Biichi’s proof can be modified slightly to yield that being 
k-recognizable is equivalent to being definable in (fW, +, V,) (see also [9] for 
a different proof). The proof of Btichi introduces, in an intermediary step, a monadic 
second-order structure. Michaux and Point showed in [9], using a result of Hodgson, 
that one can prove the result in a direct way, avoiding any new structure. Their proof 
is by induction on regular operations. I show in this paper that their induction can be 
replaced by a simple encoding of automata in (N, +, Vk). My proof also shows that 
every formula of ( FU, + , Vk > is equivalent to a 3 V Sformula. 
Natural numbers k, 1 are said to be multiplicatively dependent if there exist n, m in 
N such that k”= 1”. It is well known that if k and 1 are multiplicatively dependent then 
any set which is k-recognizable is also l-recognizable (see [4, Corollary 3.71). Further- 
more, Cobham proved in [3] (see also [6,10]) that, for k, 1 multiplicatively indepen- 
dent, a set which is k- and l-recognizable is 1 -recognizable; hence, a union of a finite set 
with finitely many arithmetic progressions. Since any 1 -recognizable set is k-recogniz- 
able for any k (see [4, Proposition 3.4]), this means that this intersection is the smallest 
possible. 
By Btichi’s theorem we know that the class of k-recognizable sets is closed under 
intersection, complementation and projection. A. Joyal asked if, for k and 1 multiplica- 
tively independent, there is some sort of machine which recognizes exactly the sets 
which are in the smallest class containing all k-recognizable, all l-recognizable and 
closed under intersection, complementation, and projection. This is equivalent to 
asking for a type of machine which recognizes exactly the sets definable in 
(N, +, V,, V,). I show in this paper that this is not possible. Actually, multiplication 
is definable in (N, +, V,, VI); hence, any set of the arithmetical hierarchy is definable 
in (N, +, vk, 6). 
This shows in particular that (N, +, V2, V3 ) is undecidable, answering a question 
of Bruyere ([l, p. IV 181) (see also [14]). 
2. Finite automata 
Let us first recall some definitions and facts about automata. 
Let C be an alphabet, i.e. a finite set. C* will denote the set of words of finite length 
on Z containing the empty word j_ formed of no symbol. Any subset L of C will be 
called a language on the alphabet C. 
Definition. Let C be an alphabet. A C-automaton .c4 is a quadruplet (Q, qo, r, T), 
where Q is a finite set, called the set of states of _G?‘, q. is an element of Q, called the 
initial state of d, r is a subset of Q, called the set of final states, and, finally, T is 
a function from Q x C to Q, called the transition function. 
The intended behaviour of an automaton is defined in the following way. First we 
can extend the transition function T of a C-automaton to a function T* from Q x C * 
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to Q in the following way: 
T*(q, a)= T(q, 0) for oE.Z, 
T*(q, aa)= T(T*(q, x), a) for @EC* and acC. 
Furthermore, we have the following definitions. 
Definition. A word cr~C* is said to be accepted by the C-automaton (Q, qo, r, T) if 
T*(qo, Co~r. 
Definition. A language L on Z is said to be C-recognizable if there exists a C- 
automaton such that the set of words accepted by this automaton is exactly L. 
Let C be an alphabet containing the symbol 0. Let c(=G~...~,,, and ,O=pl . ..p., be 
words on C, where (TV,. . , c-r,, pl, . , p,, are in C. The convolution a*/3 is the word 
(pi, pi)...(o,, pn) on C2. If n#m, we cannot make the convolution of c( and p in this 
first sense but it is possible to generalize the definition in the following way. Add 0 to 
the right of the shortest (in number of letters) of c(, p, often enough to make the two 
words of the same length. Then take the convolution of these two words and denote it 
by a*fl. 
In general, let C be an alphabet and let n be a natural number. We associate with an 
n-tuple(cc,,..., CC,) of words on C its convolution in the following way. Take m to be the 
maximal length of the words c(r,..., c(,. Add to the right of each ai the necessary 
number of symbols 0 to get words of length m and call these new words a:, i= 1,. . . , n. 
Finally, take the word on C” having as ith letter the tuple formed by the ith letters of 
a”,..., a,“. This is the convolution c(r *. *a,. 
Remark. This is the approach adopted in [9]. For the case of a general first-order 
language see [7], where 0 is replaced by some symbol # not in C. 
Definition. Let C be an alphabet containing the symbol 0. We say that a subset X of 
the Cartesian product (C*y is C-recognizable if the set {~r*...*cl~; (xi,..., CI,)EX} is 
C”-recognizable. 
Let us now introduce some operation on languages which preserve the property of 
being recognizable. 
Let L1 and L2 be two languages. We denote by L1 n L2 the set-theoretic intersec- 
tion of L1, L2 and by L’, the set-theoretic complement of L1. For X, a subset of the 
Cartesian product C”, we denote by piX (i= 1, . . . . n) the ith projection, i.e. the set 
{(x l,...,xi-l,xi+l,..., x,); there exists an c( in C* such that 
(Xl ,...) Xi-l, C(,Xi+1,...) X,) is in X}. 
We can now state a very important classical result. 
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Theorem 2.1. Let Z be an alphabet and L1, L2 C-recognizable languages. Then L1 n L2 
and L’, are C-recognizable. Furthermore, [f L G (I* )” is C-recognizable then 5~~ L is 
Z-recognizable for all i = 1, . , n. 
Proof. See [4, Proposition 2.21 to show that L1 n L2 and LT are C-recognizable. 
For the last case see [7, step (iii) in the proof of Theoreme 3.51 or [4, Proposition 
3.31. 0 
The elements of N can be represented as words on (0, I,. . . , k - 11 for k > 1 a natural 
number, as their inverse representation in basis k. An element of N” is represented in 
base k by the convolution of its components, which is a word on {0, 1,. . , k - l}“. 
Definition. We say that a subset X of N” is k-recognizable if the set of its representa- 
tions in base k is {O, l,..., k- I}-recognizable. 
Notation. Let k be an integer. We denote by Vk(x) the function from N\{O} to N, 
which maps x to the largest power of k which divides x. 
Theorem 2.2. (Biichi’s theorem). A subset of N” is k-recognizable lf and only> tf it is 
definuble in (N, +, Vk). 
Proof. That any subset of N” definable in (N, +, V,) is k-recognizable follows from 
the proof of Theoreme 3.5 of [7], since it is easy to show that {(x, y, Z)E N3; x + y = z} 
and ((x, y)~ N 2; Vk (x) = y} are k-recognizable. 
To show the converse, we need some lemmas in order to encode any automaton in 
(N +, vk). 
Lemma 2.3. The ,following relation and functions are de$nable in (N, +, Vk): 
(i) Forj=O, l,..., k - 1, “x is a power of k and the coeficient of this power of k in the 
representation of y in basis k is j”. We denote this relation by X~.j(x, y). 
(ii) “The smallest power of k strictly larger than x”. We denote this function by G(x). 
(iii) “The power ofk which precedes G(x)“. We denote this function by G-(x) (G-(O) 
being undejined ). 
Proof. Xk,j(X, y) is defined by the formula 
Vk(x)=xA((3z, t[z<xA V,(t)>xAy=z+jx+t] V 3z[z<xAy=z+,jx]). 
Here x > y stands for 3z [Z # 0 A y + z = x] and jy represents y + ... + y (j times), which 
is a term in the language. 
Furthermore, G(x)= y is defined by the formula 
V,(y)=J’A4‘>xAvZ[V,(z)=ZAs>x*y~z]. 
Finally, G-(x)=y can be defined as ky= G(x). 0 
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Remark. If x=xO+xlk+...+x,k”, where Xi~{O, l,..., k-l} and x,#O then 
G(x)=k”+’ and G-(x) = k”. 
Proof of Theorem 2.2 (conclusion). Let XC N” be k-recognizable by the automaton 
cd=(Q,qo,r, T). Let Q={qO,ql,..., qt } and take k” to be the smallest power of 
k larger than t. Without loss of generality, we can replace {qO, ql, . . . . ql} by 
{ccl, g1,..., CT~}, a subset of {0, 1, . . . , k - 1)“. We write aj(i) for the ith component of CJ~, 
i.e. oj = (aj(0), . , aj(s)). For ye N, let y(i) be the ith digit of y starting from the left, in 
the inverse representation of y in base k, i.e. y= y(O)+ y(l)k + ... +y(r)k’, where 
G - ( y) = k’. 
Now XEX if and only if there exist y,, . , ys coding the states by which d goes 
(starting by CJ,, and finishing by some states of r) when reading X. 
Hence, -U=(xi ,..., x,)EX if and only if there exist y, ,..., y, in N such that 
(y,(O) ,..., y,(O))=a,; furthermore, if (yi(i) ,..., ys(i))=aj and T(Oj, (xi(i) ,..., 
x,(i)))=aj, then (yi(i+ l),..., yS(i+ l))=aj’. 
Hence, XEX if and only if the following formula is satisfied in (N, +, V,): 
3&Y, ,...1 y,V,(u)=uA ~Xk,.,(,,(1.Y,)AV Ax 
/El- ( k.f09(U~ Yr) r=1 r=O ) 
A A vz V,(z)=zAz<uA jiXk,,(,)kYr) 
l”.(O,.. ..p,).dJtS [ r=O 
A A x,,,,(z, xi)+ /j Xw(r)(kz, Y,) 2 
i=l *=o 1 
where S={(~,(pi,..., P”), 0’); T(g,(p,,...,p,))=a’} . 0 
Corollary 2.4. Every formula of (N, +, Vk) is equivalent to a 3V3formula. 
Proof. In the proof of Lemma 2.3 we showed that X,,j are definable by 3V-formulas 
and V’3-formulas. Hence, the formula in the proof of Theorem 2.2 is 3V3. Therefore, 
since any formula of ( N, +, Vk) defines a k-recognizable set, it is equivalent to 
a formula of this form. i.e. a 3VSformula. 
3. Definability in (N, +, Vk, V,) 
Notation. Let kEN, we write kW for the set of powers of k. It is easy to show that this 
set is definable in (N, +, Vk). 
Let K1 u...u K, be a disjoint partition of k’ and let h: k”-+k” be a strictly 
increasing function having the following property: 
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(*) For all i= 1, . . . . n and all x, y in Ki, if x<y, then there exists z@Im h) 
(the complement of Im h in k”) such that h(x) < z < h( y). 
Remark. Note that (*) implies that the restriction of h to Ki is a “skipping” function, 
i.e. it skips at least one element of k” between any consecutive arguments. 
In order to show that (N, +, Vk, 6) is undecidable, we first define multiplication 
in (N, +, V,, h, Ki; i= l,..., n) and then show that there exist such h and Ki 
(i= I,. .., n) definable in (N, +, V,, V,) for k, I multiplicatively independent. 
Niwifiski pointed out to me that the method of proof I use is essentially the same as 
the one Elgot and Rabin used in [S]. Actually, it is possible to generalize slightly 
a result of Thomas [12, Theorem 21 in order to show that multiplication is definable 
in (N, +, Vk, h, Ki; i= l,..., n) (see [15]). 
Notation. For yEk” we write S(y) for the smallest power of k which is larger than 
y and is in (Imh)‘; this is clearly definable in (N, +, V,, h, Ki; i= l,..., n). 
Lemma 3.1. There exist functions Hi: k’ x Ki-+k”, i= 1,. . . , n, definable in 
(~, +, Vkr h, Ki; i=l,..., n) such that for a fixed xEkb’, Hi(x, y) is injective as a func- 
tion of y and Hi(x, y)>x for all y~Ki. 
Proof. Let Hi(x, y)= h(‘) (Srh(y)), where h(‘) is the composition of h, t times 
with itself, and t is the smallest natural number such that h”‘(S 3 h(y))3x. Since 
h is strictly increasing, there exists such a 1. Note that all the Hi are defined 
in the same way; only the domains differ. This is to ensure that they are injective as 
functions of y. 
Let us show that Hi(x, y) is injective as a function of y. Suppose that 
H~(x, y)=Hi(x, ~1'). By definition Hi(x, y)=h”‘(S 0 h(y)) and Hi(.x, y’)=h”“(S 0 h(y’)) 
for t, t’ natural numbers. Suppose, without loss of generality, that t3 t’. From 
h”)(Soh(y))=h(“)(So h(y’)), it follows by injectivity of h that h”-“‘(So h(y))=So h(y’). 
Since Sah(y’)$Imh, we must have that t’=t and, hence, SJh(y)=Sch(y’). From 
property (*), it follows that y= y’. 
The second condition is trivially true. 
Hi(x, y) = z is definable in (N, +, Vk, h, Ki; i= 1,. . ., n) by the formula saying 
“there exists ueN which is the smallest satisfying Xk, 1 (So h(y), u) A b’t [t < 
x A Xk, I (t, u)-+Xk, 1 (h(t), u)] and z is the largest power of k for which Xk. 1 (z, u)“. 
Since S(x) is definable in (N, +, V,, h, K,; i= 1,. . , n) this is also the case for 
Hi(x, Y). 0 
Notation. We write Max Hi(x, y) for the maximum of the set {Hi(x, y’); y'< y}. This 
function is obviously definable in (N, +, Vkr h, Ki; i= 1, . . . . n). 
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Let L(x,y,,..., y,, z, t) be the relation on N”+l x (k’““)’ defined by the following 
formulain the theory of (N, +, Vk,h,Ki;i=l,...,n): 
vu A ((vk(U)=U)AueKi *k< [xk,j(“, x)ttXk,j(Hi(z, u), Yi)]} 
i=l j=O 
A vk(z)=z/\ Vk(f)=tA A (MaxHi(z, G-(x))<t). 
i=l 
Remark. Let the representations of yl, . . . . y, in basis k be yl 1 . ..ylml , . . . . y,,, . ..y.,“, 
respectively; then the following figure illustrates the definition: 
Yl=Yll ... 
. . . . . . 
Yn=Ynl .‘. 
t t 
Z t 
Lemma 3.2. For every x,x’, yl ,..., y,,eN and every z, tEk”, L(x, yl ,..., y,, z, t) and 
L(x’, y,, . .) y,, z, t) imply x=x’. 
Proof. Obvious from the fact that the Hi’s are injective (see Lemma 3.1). 0 
Lemma 3.3. Multiplication is dejnable in (N, +, vk, h, Ki; i- l,..., n). 
Proof. We want to define x ’ y = z. 
Let y=y,+y,k+...+y,k”; then z=xy,+xylk+...+xy,k”. 
The idea is to encode multiplication in the following way: 1101 y,. . .y, I/ xy, 1 
yo...J',-l ((..'I( Xyi+Xyi+,k+...+Xy,k"-'(y,...yi-l (IXyi-1 +xyik+xyi+lk2+...+ 
xy?Pifl l~,...y~_~ I/...IIxyo+...+xy,k”IOII, where I and 11 are markers. 
The set of markers will be the appearance of the digit 1 in two natural numbers. 
More precisely, for z, Z’E N we say that (z, z’) forms a marker set, denoted by M(z, z’) if 
all k-digits of z and z’ are either 0 or 1. Furthermore, we say that a power t of k is 
a double marker for (z, z’), which we denote by DM (t, z, z’), if X,, 1 (t, z) A X,, 1 (t, z’) and 
if there exists a t’ such that kt’ = t; then Xk,O(t’, z) A Xk,O(t’, z’). Also, we say that 
a power t of k is a single marker for (z, z’), denoted by SM (t, z, z’), if 
Xk, 1 (t, z) A Xk,O(t, z’) and if there exists a t’ such that kt’ = t; then Xk,O(t’, z) A 
xkT o (t’, z’). A marker block is any single or double marker. Finally, for (z, z’), a marker 
set, and t, a marker block of z, we denote by NM,(t, z, z’), NM,(t, z, z’), NM,(t, z,z’), 
NM,(t, z, z’) the successive marker blocks following t. Finally, let LDM(z, z’) be the 
last double marker of (z, z’) and LSM (z, z’) the last single marker. It is easy to see that 
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M, DM, SM, NM1, NMz, NM3, NM4, LDM and LSM are all definable in 
(FU, +, I$,I?,Ki; i=l,..., r1). 
We can define our encoding in the following way: 
3z1,...,z,, \L’, w’M(w, M.‘)/\ DM(1, w, w’)AL(O,z, ,..., z,,, 1, NM(1, w, w’)) 
A L(y. zl T..., z,,, NMr(1, ~3, M”), NM,(l, w, w’)) 
k-l 
AV’u, v, u’ /j (DM(u, MI, w’)A L(c, zl, . . . . z,, u, NM,(u, w, us’)) 
j=l 
A L(r’ , z1 I..., i,,, NM,(u. IV, MY’), NM2(u, w, MI’)) 
A xk,j(G-(c’), c’) 
+ L(kt?+,jr, Z1)...) zn, NM2(u, w, w’), NM,(u, w, w’)) 
A L(z:‘-jG_(d), Zl,...) z,,, NM_J(u, w, M”), NM,(u, u’, w’))) 
A L(z , iI ,..., ;,,, LDM(w, w’), LSM(w, M”)), 
where, as before, jx and lit> are terms in the language. This completes the proof. 0 
Remark. The proof of Lemma 3.3. actually shows that any recursive function is 
definable in (fU, t, Vk, h, K;; i=l ,..., n). 
It follows from Lemma 3.3 that if we can define such a function h and sets Ki for 
i = 1,. .., II, we will have that (N, +, V,, V,) is undecidable and that any set of the 
arithmetical hierarchy is definable in it. 
We now show that it is possible to define such a function h and sets Ki, i = 1,. , n in 
(f+J, +, V,, I( ). We often use the following fact: For k, n in N, k and k” are multiplica- 
tively dependent; hence, any set which is k-recognizable is k”-recognizable, and vice 
versa (see [4, Corollary 3.71). This means that V, is definable in (N, +, V,,,) and Vkn is 
definable in (N, +, vk ); therefore, we can consider (N, +, Vk) and (N, +, I&) to be 
the same. 
For the remaining part of this section let k and 1 be fixed multiplicatively indepen- 
dent natural numbers and Supp(x) be the set of prime divisors of x. Furthermore, let 
k = P”l’. .p;m and l=pf’...pfitl, where the pi are prime numbers. 
We consider three cases. 
C’(rse I: Suppose Supp(k)$ Supp(l) and Supp(l)$Supp(k). We can suppose, with- 
out loss of generality, that k > 1 since we can replace k by one of its multiple. In this 
case we can easily define multiplication of a power of k by a power of 1. 
Lemma 3.4. Let g : kPd x I*‘+ W he multiplication, i.e. g(_x, y)= x’ y. The function g is 
dejinable in (Fd, +, Vk, 6). 
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Proof. The function g(x, y)=z is defined by the formula saying “z is the smallest 
natural number such that V,(z) =x and K(z)= y". 0 
Lemma 3.5. Let f: kW +l’ be such that f(x) is the smallest power of 1 larger than x. The 
function f is strictly increasing and definable in (N, +, Vk, V,). 
Proof. We show that for any two powers of k there is a power of 1 in between. Take k’ 
and let 1” be the largest power of 1 smaller than k’. Then I”+ ’ > k’; furthermore, 
I”+ ’ < k’l< k’+ ’ since 1 <k by hypothesis. Hence, k’< Is+ ’ <k’+ ‘. Since f is obviously 
definable in (N, +, Vk, VI), this completes the proof. 0 
Lemma 3.6. Let u : N + kN be such that u(x) is the largest power of k smaller than x. The 
function u is definable in (N, +, Vk). 
Proof. Obvious. 0 
Lemma 3.7. Let h:kN-+kN be such that h(x)=uog(x,f(x)). Then h(x)=x’ and h is 
strictly increasing. Furthermore, tf x <y then there exists z@Im h)’ such that 
h(x)<z<h(y). Finally, h is dejnable in (N, +, Vk, V,). 
Proof. By definition, u 0 g(x, f (x)) = u(x ..f(x)) = x. u c,f(x), for xE k’. By definition off, 
we have u 0 f(x) = x; hence, u 3 g(x, g(x)) = x. x. Therefore, h is strictly increasing. Let us 
show that the second claim holds. This follows easily from the fact that h(x)=x*. 
More precisely, f (k”) = k*” < k2s+ ’ < kZS+ * =f(k”+‘), for all SEN. Therefore, take 
z= kZS+ ‘; then zE(Im h)“, since h is increasing. Since h is obviously definable in 
(N, +, V’, K), this completes the proof. 0 
Conclusion. In this case take n = 1, K, = k”. 
Case 2: Suppose Supp(l)GSupp(k) and for any pi, pjESUpp(l), ~i/Bi=cCj//jj=“/p, 
where CI, PEN. Hence, k” = l”u, u # 1, CI #O, (1, u) = 1 (since k and 1 are multiplicatively 
independent). Since k, kP and 1,l” are multiplicatively dependent, we can replace ka by 
k and 1” by 1 and assume that k=lu. 
Lemma 3.8. Let f: k” +lN be as in case 1. The function f is strictly increasing. Further- 
more, there exists dEN\{O} such that f(xkd)>f(x)l (d+1) As before, this function is . 
definable in (N, +, Vkr 6). 
Proof. It follows as in the proof of Lemma 3.5 that f is strictly increasing. 
For the second claim take d to be the smallest natural number such that ud > 1. 
Therefore, for xEk”, f(x)/1 <x. Hence, f(x)kd/l<xkd; so, f(x)ld=f(x)ldl/ld 
f(x)ldud/l<xkd. Hence, f(xkd)>f(x)ld. 0 
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Lemma 3.9. Let g’ : 1’ --+k’ be the function which maps 1” to k”. The function g’ is 
strictly increasing. Furthermore, g’ is de$nahle in (N, +, Vk, V,). 
Proof. Since (1, u)= 1, it follows that K(k”)= K(l”u”)= K(l”)=l”. Hence, we can define 
g’(x) = y by the formula 4 (y) = x. The remaining part of the proof is obvious. 0 
Remark. The function 9’ is multiplicative, i.e. g’(x y) = g’(x). g’(y). 
Lemma 3.10. Let h = g’ 0 f: kL + k”. The function h is strictly increasing. Furthermore, 
.for all x in k’, there exists a z$Im h, with h(x) < z < h(k*x). (The d is the one in Lemma 
3.8.) Finally, h is de$nable in (N, +, V,, V,). 
Proof. Since ,f is strictly increasing (by Lemma 3.8), it follows that h is strictly 
increasing. 
To prove the second claim it is sufficient to show that for all xEkN1, h(xk*)> h(x)k*. 
This is the same as showing that, for all xEk’, g’(f(xk*))>g’(f(x))k*. Since, by 
Lemma 3.8, we have that, for any x in k’, f(xk*)>f(x)l(*+ ‘), it follows (apply- 
ing Lemma 3.9) that g’(.f’(.~k*))~g’(,f(x)1’*+ ‘) ). Furthermore, by the remark above 
g’(f(xkd))2s’(f’(x))g’(~ (*+‘I); hence, g’(f(xk*))>g’(f(x))k* since g’ is increasing by 
Lemma 3.9. Therefore, h(xk*) > h(x)k*. 
Finally, it follows from Lemmas 3.8 and 3.9 that h is definable in (N, +, Vk, 6). 
Definition. An xEk” is an i-argument of h if h(x)EIm h, kh(x)EIm h,. , k’- ’ h(x)EIm h 
and k’h(x)$Im h. 
Corollary 3.11. Et:ery xc k“l is an i-argument ftir h, ftir some i = 1,. . , d. 
Proof. Obvious from Lemma 3.10. U 
Let Ki be the set of all i-arguments of h. By Corollary 3.11, kN is equal to the union 
of all Ki and, by definition, the union is disjoint. 
Lemma 3.12. Property (*) holds.for h and Ki, i= 1, . ., d. 
Proof. Let x,y be in Ki for some i= 1, . , n and xty. By definition h(x)EIm h, 
kh(x)EIm h,. , k’- ’ h(x)EIm h and k’h(x)$Im h. Since x, y are both i-arguments for 
the same i, it follows that k’h(x) < h(y); hence, h(x)< k’h(x) < h(y) and k’x$Im h, which 
proves that (*) holds. c_1 
Conclusion. In this case take k’” = K, u...uK,. 
Case 3. Let Supp(l)~Supp(k) and for some pi, pj, ai/Pi<ej/pj. Hence, m<n with, 
as before, k=p;‘...p$ and l=~{~...pt~. We can suppose, without loss of generality, 
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that cl,/B1=min{ai/Bi;i=l,...,m~ and E,/B,,,=max{ai/Pi; i=l,...,m}. Further- 
more, since kP1, k and I”‘, 1 are multiplicatively dependent we can suppose, without 
loss of generality, that a, /pi = 1; hence, am/Pm > 1. 
Lemma 3.13. Let f I: kN-+lN be the,function which maps kr to I”, where s= [KC,,,//&,] 
(the smallest natural number larger or equal to ram/f&,). The function f’ is definable in 
(N, +, V,, 6) and strictly increasing. 
Proof. We show that f’(x) = y can be defined by the formula “y is the smallest power 
of 1 such that Vu [ V[ (u) 2 y 3 V’(U) 3 xl”. 
Let x = kr and y = 1”. Take u = pi’...pLn to be some natural number, where some yi 
can be zero. There is no loss of generality in assuming that u in the above formula is of 
this form since any prime factor different from pi,. . . , p,, would not change the value of 
V,(U) and V,(U). 
Now vk(n)= ~~(~~11...~~~)=kmin(C~,/?,l;i=l....,ni and in the same way 
K(u)=1 min([:‘,/8,l;;=l....,m~. Hence, Vt(u)ay * V,(u)ax is equivalent t0 “min([Yi/fii]; 
i=l , . . . , m} >,s implies that min { [lyi/cCi]; i = 1,. , n} >, r”. Furthermore, this holds 
exactly if “for all i, yi 3 Spi” implies “for all i, yi 2 Tar”. Therefore, 
VU [ V1 (u) 3 y =z= Vk (u) 2 X] holds if and only if rai d SBi for all i. Hence, “y is the smallest 
power of 1 such that Vu[V,(u)>y~ l$(u)>x]” if and only if s= rr(lx,/f!&,,)] . The 
function f’ is strictly increasing since rx,//l, > 1. This completes the proof. 0 
Lemma 3.14. Let g”:lN-+kN be the function which maps 1’ to k*. The function g” is 
definable in (N, +, Vk, V, ) and strictly increasing. 
Proof. Since fir /c~i = 1, we can argue as in the proof of Lemma 3.13 to show that 
y”(x)=y can be defined by the formula “y is the smallest natural number such that 
Vu [ V,(u) 2 y=> V,(u) 3 xl”. The function is strictly increasing by definition. 0 
Lemma 3.15. Let h = y” 0 f ‘. The function h is strictly increasing andfor all x in k’ there 
is a z$Im h, with h(x) < z < h(xkPm). 
Proof. By definition h(K)= k”, where s= r ram/Pm 1 . It is sufficient to show that 
h(k r+pm)=h(k’)k’- since /j’m<~,,,. 
It is obvious that r(r+fim)M,,J~,,,l = rr@,,,/fi,,,] SCY,. This completes the 
proof. 0 
Conclusion. As in case 2 we can define a family Ki, i= 1, . . , fl,,,, such that h and Ki 
satisfy (*). 
4. (N, +, Vk, V, ) is undecidable 
From Lemma 3.3 and the conclusion of the three cases, we now have the following 
results. 
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Theorem 4.1. The theory qf (N, +, V,, V,) is undecidable for k, 1 multiplicatively 
independent. Furthermore, we can dqfine in it any set of the arithmetical hierarchy. 
Corollary 4.2. For k, 1 multiplicaticely independent, the structures (N, +, Vk, V, ) and 
(N, +, .) are inter-definable. 
Proof. Here we mean that multiplication is definable in ( N, +, Vk, 6 ) and Vk, 6 are 
definable in (N, +, .). The first fact follows from Lemma 3.3 and the conclusions of 
the three cases. The second follows from the fact that Vk and V, are recognizable by 
automata; hence, as recursive functions they are definable in (N, f, ). This com- 
pletes the proof. 0 
We conclude by giving an answer to a question of Bruyere (see [ 1, p. IV 181). 
Corollary 4.3. Let k, 1 be multiplicaticely independent. Then,for any rnEN the,function 
V, is dejnable in (N, +, Vk, 6). 
Proof. As in the last proof, we can argue that V, is recursive and, hence, definable in 
<N, +, vk, 6). g 
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